ARPA Status Update

**ARPA Engagement Plan Timeline Update**

1. **COMPLETE**
   - **Step 1 - Inform**
     - *Details:* Provide Neighbors with the necessary tools to appropriately understand the parameters of the American Rescue Plan Act.
     - Website
     - Engagement Plan
   - *Timeline:*
     - Start: 02.28.22 (CCM Presentation)
     - Complete: 04.11.22 (Engagement Plan Adopted)

2. **COMPLETE**
   - **Step 2 - Consult**
     - *Details:* Listen to Neighbors, develop an understanding of their views and values and to provide feedback on their input.
     - Develop & Launch Survey (Web, Phone, Hardcopy)
   - *Timeline:*
     - Start: 05.17.22 (Survey Released)
     - Complete: 308 Survey Responses as of 06.14.22 (Ongoing, Responses will Continue to be Reviewed Through Summer, 2022)

3. **WE ARE HERE**
   - **Step 3 - Involve**
     - *Details:* Survey results continue to be sorted, correlated, summarized and made available to Town officials.
     - Weekly Summary Analysis
     - Hybrid Town Hall Sessions
   - *Timeline:*
     - Start: 05.20.22 (First Weekly Engagement Analysis)
     - Anticipated Completion: Hybrid Town Hall Sessions Summer 2022

4. **PENDING**
   - **Step 4 - Collaborate**
     - *Details:* Identify a set of tentative prioritized solutions focused on remediating identified COVID-19 impacts.
     - Develop Tentative Spend Plan
   - *Timeline:*
     - Anticipated Start: Summer 2022
     - Anticipated Completion: 4-6 Weeks

5. **PENDING**
   - **Step 5 - Decide**
     - *Details:* In a transparent fashion, the Town will take responsibility for recommending the best, most strategic and impactful uses of American Rescue Plan Act funds, including but not limited to the annual budget cycle.
     - Adopt Spend Plan & Make Available
   - *Timeline:*
     - Anticipated Start: Fall 2022
     - Anticipated Completion: 4-6 Weeks